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Mykola LYTVYN 5–16
The Historian of the Ukrainian Liberation Struggles of the 1st Half of the 20th 

Century: Aleksander Kolanczuk Turns 80
The article sums up life and academic achievments of the renown Polish historians 

of Ukrainian origin Aleksander Kolanczuk (Peremyszl), a researcher of the Ukrainian 
political and military migration from Ukrainian People’s Republic and a leader of the 
heritage conservation efforts on the territory of the contemporary Poland.
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Viktoriya LYUBASHCHENKO  17–25
Polish king Wladyslaw II Jagiello and Kievan metropolitan Cyprian: attempt 

to Church Union in the late of the XIV century
The author interprets the geopolitical processes in Eastern Europe in the second half 

of the XIV century, which led the church particular trends in the Polish-Lithuanian State. 
Analyzes the activities of Kievan metropolitan Cyprian, aimed at preserving the unity of 
the Kievan Church, which means to cancel independence of the Galician Metropolis. It 
is in the context of these processes and trends to be seen attempting to hold the uniate 
church synod, initiated by Polish king Wladyslaw II Jagiello and Kievan metropolitan 
Cyprian in the late of the XIV century. 

Keywords: Galician Metropolis, Wladyslaw II Jagiello, Cyprian, Church Union.

Natalia MYSAK 26–37
Galician advocates in the end of the XIX th – beginning of the XX th century: 

nationality and professional activities
The article analyzes the relationship between professional activity and nationality 

Galician advocates in the end of the XIX th – beginning of the XX th century. Attention 
is accented on the characteristics of various forms of cooperation between human rights 
activists of different nationalities, mainly Ukrainian and Polish, in the land.
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Оlga NIKOLAYENKO 38–43
Polish women’s movement in the Ukrainian provinces of the Russian Empire 

in the early 20th century
Іn the article the analysis of emergence and dissemination of the Polish women’s 

mutual help movement in the Ukrainian provinces of the Russian Empire in the early 20th 
century. On the basis of archival documents and analyses the socio-political situation in 



the Empire identifi ed features of program objectives and activities of the organizations, 
their role in the history of the Polish women’s movement.

Keywords: Polish population, gender history, the Ukrainian provinces of the Rus-
sian Empire, the women’s movement, the mutual help movement.

Taras HORBACHEVSKYY 44–56
Roman-catholic community of Lviv during the interwar period (1921–1939)
The article shows the structure of Roman-Catholic community of Lviv and their 

participance in religious and social life of the city, and relations with Greek-Catholic 
Church.

Keywords: Roman-Catholic Church, Lviv, concordat, house of parish, Catholic 
League, Catholic Action, theological courses, benefi cent activity.

Oleksandr ZAYTSEV 57–70
The OUN’s Attitudes to the Attempts of Ukrainian-Polish Agreement, 1929–

1934
The article traces the attitude of the OUN to the attempts of various Ukrainian 

political forces to reach an agreement with Poland, discusses disagreements and debates 
on this issue in the Organisation. For joint condemnation of ‘uhodovstvo’ (cap-in-hand 
policy), there were two approaches in the OUN to the attempts of the Ukrainian-Polish 
agreement – militant and moderate. The militant approach gradually overbalanced, 
reaching a climax in terrorist acts in 1934.

Keywords: Organisation of Ukrainian Nationalists, Ukrainian People’s Republic 
State Centre in exile, Ukrainian National Democratic Alliance, Ukrainian-Polish rela-
tions, integral nationalism.

Andrii BOLIANOVS’KYI 71–91
Ukrainians, Russians and Poles in Germany’s Armed Forces, 1939–1945: 

comparative analyzis 
The article raises a question of the service of Russians, Ukrainians and Poles, in 

Germany’s Armed Forces during World War II. The work is an attempt of general com-
paration of Nazi policy in the recruitment of these nationalities within the Wehrmacht. 
This work break new ground in the investigation of military utilization of Eastern Eu-
ropean Slavs by the Third Reich. 
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Tetyana PRON’ 92–102
Interstate Displacement of the Ethnic Population of the Ukrainian-Polish 

Borderland in Volhynia Region (1944-1946)
The article deals with the example of the Volyn region, a inter-state movement of 

the ethnic population of the Ukrainian-Polish borderland conducted in 1944–1946 years 
by the government of the USSR and PKNO, in accordance with the agreement of the 
leaders of the anti-Hitler coalition, the international recognition of the new boundary 
line of the USSR and Poland.

Keywords: population movements, evacuation, relocation, deportation, the Ukrain-
ian-Polish border, Volyn region.

Oksana KALISHCHUK 103–110
Opposition on Ukrainian-Polish border line in years of the Second World War 
In political science measuring is Refl ected infl uence of Ukrainian-Polish opposition 

in the years of Second world war on intergovernmental relations on the modern stage. 
It is indicated on the differences of interpretation of these events different political en-
vironments and the place of the “Volhynia events” is rotined in the policy of “historical 
memory”. Appeal attention on offi cial position both the states in the question of celebra-
tion in honour of victims of Ukrainian-Polish opposition.

Keywords: Ukrainian-Polish opposition, modern policy, public consciousness.

Yaroslav KONDRACH 111–128
Holm: Ethnocultural specifi city of the modern era, the infl uence of deporta-

tions 40-ies of XX century
Analysis of ethno-cultural specifi city of the Ukrainian population Holm during the 

modern era, the infl uence of deportation processes 1944–1947 biennium Rekonststruyo-
vano Ethno-Social Portrait resettled holmschakiv.

Keywords: Holm, deportation, ukrainian, polish.

Khrystyna KHARCHUK 129–133
Funeral family chapel Lychakiv cemetery 
This article addresses the question of  funeral fаmіly chapel in Lychakiv nekropol 

in Lviv. It’s historical, memorial and cultural legacy Ukraine and Polisch.
Keywords: fаmіly funeral chapel, Lychakiv cemetery, historical memorial monu-

ment.
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Mykola LYTVYN  134–140
The problem of Ukrainian-Polish relations of the modern epoch 
The article actualizes issues and achievements of the modern Ukrainian and Polish 

historiography in the study of Ukrainian-Polish relations in the end of the XIXth – early 
XXIst cent. Particular attention is paid to the historical science interpretation of military 
and political confrontation in 1917–1921 and 1939–1951. 

Keywords: Ukraine, Poland, historiography, modern epoch.

Oksana RUDA, Oleh PIKH 141–152
Editorial work of Myron Korduba on the pages of “Kwartalnik Historyczny”  

(“Historical Quarterly”)
The article analyses Myron Korduba’s editorial activities and critical reviews 

in the journal “Historical Quarterly” (“Kwartalnik Historyczny”). Ukrainian scientist 
worked with this journal in 1895-1896 and in 1938, during this period in the ‘Historical 
Quarterly “were published approximately 26 reviews by M. Korduba. His publications 
were related to the researches concerning ancient, medieval and modern history done by 
German, French, Russian and Italian authors. Due to the critical reviews by M. Korduba 
reader was able to learn about the news of European academic life, particularly about 
historiography, and the young scientist won wide recognition in Ukraine and abroad. 

Keywords: Myron Korduba, historiography, review, research and critical reviews.

Alla SEREDIAK 153–157
Myron Korduba and the Ukrainian Community in Moscow (to the history of 

the visit in 1907).
The young scientist Myron Korduba studied historical archives in Moscow in au-

tumn 1907. His civic and cultural activities during this period positively infl uenced on 
the unity of Ukrainian student community in Moscow. Lviv scientist helped to identify 
community goals and methods of obtaining civil and national rights.

Keywords: Myron Korduba, Ukrainian community, student organization, national 
identity.

Oleh PIKH, Maryna CHEBAN 158–178
Myron Korduba and Mykola Andrusyak: the history of relations 
The article analyzes relationships of the Ukrainian historians M.Korduba and 

M.Andrusyak, in particular it highlights their personal and professional contacts. Also, 
the views of scientists on the problems of the Ukrainian science development, activities 
of Shevchenko Scientifi c Society and the national book publishing, etc. are given. The 
correspondence of two scientists is characterized. Correspondence of M. Korduba and 
M. Andrusiak is given in the appendix to the article. 

Keywords: M. Korduba, M. Andrusiak, Bibliographic Commission of Shevchenko 
Scientifi c Society, editorial activities, Ukrainian book publishing.
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Iaroslav SERKIZ 179–183
Myron Korduba in the Assesments of His Contemporaries
The article scrutinizes the assessments of the activities and research of the 

Ukrainian historian Myron Korduba by his contemporaries M. Hrushevs’jyi, I. Franko, 
S. Tomashivs’kyi, D. Doroshenko and others. It characterizes Korduba’s academic ac-
tivities in the educational institutions of Chernivtsi, Warsaw and Kholm.

Keywords: M. Korduba, M. Hrushevs’kyi, S. Tomashiws’kyi, fi ction, Ukrainian 
historiography, reviews, ethnographic border of Ukraine, educational activities.

Oleh PIKH 184–191
Myron Korduba’s scientifi c and educational activities in Warsaw (1928–1940)
The article highlights Warsaw period of the famous Ukrainian scientist M.Korduba. 

His work at the Warsaw University and participation in the bilateral Ukrainian-Polish 
projects such as “Komisja ds. Badań Problemów Polsko-Ukraińskich” of the Ukrainian 
Scientifi c Institute in Warsaw and in the journal “Biuletyn Polsko-Ukraiński” are dis-
cussed. The basic directions of M.Korduba’s scientifi c research at that time are examined. 

Keywords: M. Korduba, Warsaw University, Federation of Historical Societies 
of Eastern Europe, Ukrainian Scientifi c Institute in Warsaw, toponymy, critical-biblio-
graphical research.

Borys BILYNS’KYI 192–198
Myron Korduba in the Context of His Times
The article analyzes the main stages of social, political, research and educational 

activities of the distinguished Ukrainian historian M. Korduba. Being based on the 
personal memories of his grandson B. Bilins’kyi, it characterizes the personality of the 
scientist and highlights his attitudes and views on the various historical events.

Keywords: M. Korduba, national revival in Bukovyna, Ukrainian Underground 
University in L’viv, totalitarian regime, statehood-oriented outlook. 

Nadiya OSTASH 199–208
An ordinary person in the history (s. Berezno on Kholm)
Material and spiritual life, everyday life, educational, religious and common tradi-

tions of an ordinary person from the village of Berezno in Kholmshchyna are enlightened 
in the article.

Keywords: Kholmshchyna, deportation, migrant, ethnic, Ukrainian.
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Romana BAHRIJ  209–219
Ukrainian Pharmacist and Benefactor Volodymyr Kindrachuk 
York University (Toronto, Canada) Professor Romana Bahrij’s memoir tells about 

her Grandfather’s Volodymyr Kindrachuk professional and public activities. He organ-
ized and sponsored the construction of the memorial to the Ukrainian People’s Army in 
Lancut (nowadays on the territory of Poland).

Keywords: Volodymyr Kindrachuk, benfactor, military memorial
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